In this work, transport properties of the nonadiabatically pumped double-quantum-well (DQW) structure are studied. Different from a single quantum well, band mixing in the DQW generates 
I. INTRODUCTION
Generally the concept of Fano resonance roots in quantum interference and asymmetric resonant line profile, the latter of which originates from a close coexistence of resonant transmission and resonant reflection and can be interpreted by the interaction of a discrete localized state with a continuum of propagation modes [1] [2] [3] . It is a universal effect existing almost in all interfering quantum processes, independent of the specific details of the system under study. The interfering paths can be formed by spatial inhomogeneity as well as time-dependent oscillation. Subsequent to its discovery, there have been a great number of studies devoted to Fano resonances in various quantum systems, such as Anderson impurity systems 4 , quantum dots [5] [6] [7] , scattering from a donor impurity in an electron waveguide 3, 8, 9 , tunneling through an Al x Ga 1−x As barrier 3,10 , transmission through a waveguide linked to a resonant cavity 3, 11 , spin inversion devices 12 , nanowires and tunnel junctions 13 , plasmonic nanoparticles, photonic crystals, electro-magnetic metamaterials 14 , and etc. The steep dispersion of the Fano resonance profile promises applications in sensors, lasing, switching, and nonlinear and slow-light devices 1, 14 . In the present approach, a specific mechanism to generate Fano resonance is considered-Floquet scattering in nonadiabatic quantum pumping.
Physics of the nonadiabatic quantum pumping is different from its adiabatic counterpart described by the Berry phase of the scattering matrix enclosed by the cyclic trajectory in the parameter space [15] [16] [17] [18] . When a high-frequency ac potential is applied to a tunneling junction, the Floquet sidebands are formed, which supplies additional quantum paths for interference to occur. It has been predicted that in the ac-potential-driven quantum well, Fano resonance can be observed in the transmission coefficients, Wigner-Smith delay times, conductance and shot noise spectrum when one of the Floquet sidebands coincides with one of the quasibound states confined in the well 19, 20 .
Although recently some attention has been paid to Floquet scattering in nonadiabatically pumped tunneling systems [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] 39 . In nonadiabatic quantum pumping, correlation among different Floquet channels secures a significant shot noise even when timeand spatial-reversal symmetry excludes a net dc current flow 37 . Therefore, relation between the wavefunction symmetry and nonadiabatically pumped shot noise is of the main focus in our final results.
II. MODEL AND FORMALISM
We consider a one-dimensional time-dependent double potential-well sketched in Fig.   1 . The double-quantum-well (DQW) structure is formed with two identical potential wells with L the width and U 0 the depth of each of them separated by an zero-energy interval of length b. A time-dependent external electric gate potential of frequency ω and strength U 1 is applied to the two well regions simultaneously. Such a physical situation can be described by the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
withĤ
and
Here, m ⋆ is the effective mass of electrons.
Before going on to the time-dependent problem, it is meaningful to consider the quasibound states within the static DQW structure first. When the electron energy E lies in the regime with −U 0 < E < 0, the wave function can be expressed as
where K = 2m ⋆ (−E)/ and k = 2m ⋆ (E + U 0 )/ . Continuity of the wave function and its first-order derivative gives rise to the secular equation
from which the eigenenergies of the confined states can be obtained. By substituting these eigenenergies into the continuity equations, the corresponding wave function can be obtained.
Properties of the quasibound states will be discussed in the next section.
In order to investigate transport properties of the time-dependent DQW with a constant varying frequency, we use the Floquet scattering theory and consider the following regionwise wave function
Here, a l/r n and b l/r n are the probability amplitudes corresponding to the incoming and outgoing electron waves of the left/right lead, respectively. E n = E F + n ω is the eigenvalue of the n-th order Floquet state, where E F is the Fermi energy and k n = √ 2m ⋆ E n / . In the exact case n are integers ranging from −∞ to ∞. In numerical considerations, we use the justified cutoff 19 of |n| ≤ N with N = 5 > U 1 / ω. For E n < 0, i.e., when k n is imaginary, the corresponding Floquet mode is evanescent, which does not directly contribute to the pumped current and noise.
/ is the wavevector in the oscillating quantum well region.
is Bessel function of the first kind originating from separation of variables towards the timedependent Schorödinger equation (1) by exp − i t 0
c n and d n are the probability amplitudes in the middle region can be obtained by considering the continuity relation at the four boundaries together with a l/r n and b l/r n . a m , b m , c m , and d m constitute matrices indexed by row number n and column number m in the 2-nd and 4-th region and can also be solved implicitly by the continuity equations. These continuity equations are that the wave function and its first-order spatial derivative is continuous at interfaces.
With all the probability amplitudes obtained, we can connect the incoming and outgoing modes outside of the DQW by the matrix S as
The elements in the Floquet scattering matrix r nm /r ′ nm and t nm /t ′ nm are the reflection and transmission amplitudes, respectively, incident from the m-th Floquet channel and scattered into the n-th channel. The non-primed correspond to those outgoing from the left reservoir while the primed correspond to those outgoing from the right. To consider the real current flux, we express the Floquet scattering matrix s as
From Eq. (8) we can see that the scattering probabilities originating from both the incoming and outgoing evanescent modes are zero and therefore such channels do not contribute to the transport process. With the scattering matrix obtained, we can define the total transmission probability as
In our present consideration, the two quantum wells are identical in depth and width and are subject to the same time-dependent gate potential as shown in Fig. 1 . In this case, both the time-and spatial-reversal symmetries are strictly preserved giving rise to a vanishing pumped charge current. We set the parameters in this way to most prominently demonstrate the relation between the shapes of the Fano resonance and the bound-state wave function, discussions of which will be given in the next section.
While the pumped charge current does not exist, we go on to its first-order correlation function-the shot noise. The pumped shot noise correlating the α and β leads is defined as 36?
whereÎ α (t) is the quantum-mechanical current operator in the lead α and
The annihilation operatorsâ α (E) andb α (E) apply to the incident and outgoing electrons, respectively. They are connected by the scattering matrix aŝ
From equations (10) to (12), we can obtain the pump shot noise
with
As a result of current flux conservation, we have S LL = S RR = −S LR = −S RL . Therefore, we only consider one of them and label S LL as S I . Because the shot noise measured in Eq. (13) is an accumulating result of all propagating Floquet channels around the Fermi energy, it is convenient to consider the differential shot noise defined as follows to demonstrate the Fano resonance occurring sharply at a certain energy more prominently
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Firstly we present properties of the bonding and antibonding quasibound states confined in the DQW system. Energies of the quasibound states as a function of L with fixed U 0 and b are shown in Fig. 2 and wavefunctions of a pair of bonding and antibonding states are shown in Fig. 3 . From fundamental quantum mechanics, we know that the bound-state energy of a single finite-depth quantum well is inversely proportional to the well width. Fig. 3 . Wavefunctions of the bonding and antibonding quasi-bound states have significant difference. We can observe from Fig. 3 that the bonding state combines the two wells to each other, and the antibonding state separates them from each other. This property of the bonding and bonding states can be clearly seen in the probability density distribution shown in Fig. 3 (c) . The maximum point of the bonding state moves closer towards the middle and that of the antibonding state moves farther away from the middle. The probability density of the antibonding state vanishes in the middle of the two wells while that of the bonding state sustains a considerably large value. The other significant difference between the bonding and bonding states is in the spatial symmetry. It can be seen in Fig. 3 (a) that the real part of the bonding wavefunction has an even parity while that of the antibonding wavefunction has an odd parity. The consequence of this difference to the Fano resonance profile will be shown now.
Numerical results of the total transmission probability obtained by Eqs. (9) are shown in Fig. 4 (a) . Fano resonance can be observed in the transmission probability spectrum at E Fano1 ≈ 3.5943 meV and E Fano2 ≈ 10.7262 mev for the case of ω = 14 mev (referred to the blue solid curve in Fig.4 (a) ). Relationship of the quasi-bound energy and resonance energy is that E Fano1/Fano2 = E b1/b2 + ω. When an electron incident from the left reservoir with energy E F loses a photon of energy ω, drops to the "bound" state, at the same time Besides the numerical results shown in the figures, we also applied other parameter settings to confirm that the behavior of the nonadiabatically pumped shot noise is similar in all shapes of DQW structures. We considered the case of smaller or larger well separations and well widths and found that spatial-symmetry reversal in the Fano resonance in the nonadiabatic transmission probability and differential shot noise maintains as a result of the parity reversal between the bonding and antibonding wavefunctions. We also considered the case of asymmetric DQW structures with widths of the two wells different and found similar results. In all the cases the Fano resonance occurs at the Fermi energy E Fano = E b + ω and the shape of its profile becomes wider or thinner following that of the quasibound state.
In configurations without a temporal-and spatial-reversal symmetry such as the asymmetric DQW system, Fano resonance in the transmission probability is demonstrated in the differential pumped current as well as the shot noise.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we used the Floquet scattering theory to study the transport properties of In configurations with a temporal-and spatial-reversal symmetry, Fano resonance in the transmission probability is demonstrated in the differential shot noise. In configurations without a temporal-and spatial-reversal symmetry, Fano resonance in the transmission probability is demonstrated in the differential pumped current as well as the shot noise. In conclusion, symmetry in profiles of the wavefunctions of static quasi-bound states determines that of the Fano resonance in the quantum transport quantities.
We close with another prospect of the present work. While in all the nonadiabatically pumped systems hosting discrete localized states ever studied, Fano resonance is observed in the transmission spectrum when one of the Floquet sidebands coincides with the discrete level 27, 30 , and particularly in this work, dependence of the resonant profile on wavefunction parity is highlighted, it is not ungrounded to predict that Fano resonance can be used to detect and characterize properties of other kinds of quasibound states and discrete levels.
Among these, we would like to mention some relevant to the contemporary physical soci- Landau levels in skyrmion crystals under emergent electrodynamics 43 . Although mathematical formalisms of the latter two are remarkably different from the reference works, general theory of the Fano resonance-interaction of a discrete (localized) state with a continuum of propagation modes, should also see success in these systems. even parity and that of the antibonding state has an odd parity. It can be seen in panel (c) that the two wells repel each other in the antibonding state giving rise to a vanishing probability in the middle and the two wells attract each other in the bonding state giving rise to a considerably large probability in the middle. Also as a result of wavefunction attracting or repelling, maximum of the probability density occurs closer to the middle in the bonding state and farther away from the middle in the antibonding state. In both cases, the probability distribution has a spatial-reversal symmetry. 
